City of East Lansing Fire Department
Weekly Incident Report for
December 20 – December 31, 2017

Total number of incidents responded to:

EMS/Rescue =101
Good Intent Calls =120

Fires = 2
False Calls = 1

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Fires Reported in FireRMS
December 21, 2017, 6:35 PM - East Lansing Fire dispatched to a possible structure fire in the
City of East Lansing at 1835 hours. A box alarm for the City of East Lansing Fire Department was
dispatched with a total of 12 personnel responding. Truck 12 arrived on scene and reported a
large three story apartment building with nothing visible from the exterior. Battalion 11 arrived
on scene and took command and had Truck 11 stage at the hydrant on Grand River and Truck
and Medic 12 to investigate the cause of alarm. Truck 12 reported that there was smoke from
apartment and they were entering the apartment. Truck 11 was called up to go on deck at the
alpha side. Truck 12 reported that there was high heat and smoke. Battalion 11 requested an
Engine and Truck from Lansing Fire and an Engine from Meridian Township. Truck 12 reported
that they found a small amount of fire on a mattress and extinguished most with water
extinguisher. Truck 12 asked for a hose line to the third floor. Truck 11 and Medic 11 crew
assigned to stretch a hose line to the apartment using a ground ladder and had Truck 12 raise
the aerial to the window as well. Truck 12 radioed that they needed to recycle. Lansing Engine
48 assigned to search the second floor and Meridian Township to search the first floor. Truck 11
assigned to change places with Truck 12 crew. Truck 12 reported that the fire was under
control. Truck 12 and Truck 11 had face to face and Truck 11 went to the apartment and Truck
12 crew changed bottles and went to on deck. All units reported secondary search negative in
findings. All Meridian and Lansing Units cleared from the scene. Truck 11 reported that they
had check and found no extension. The on-duty East Lansing Inspector was requested and
responded to the scene. Fire declared out by command. All Fire units cleared the scene and
returned to quarters.
December 28, 2017, 5:30 PM- B-11 dispatched for mutual aid to MTFD for a possible garage
fire. Upon arrival found moderate black smoke coming from Alpha side from a detached garage.
Homeowner stated 4-5 vehicles in garage. B-11 assumed command and coordinated fire attack
and ventilation with MTFD E-91 and ELFD T-11. B-91 arrived and assumed B-11 scribe. Fire

extinguished, overhaul performed. Seat of fire was a car engine with no extension to existing
garage. B-11 gave command to B-91. T-11 B-11 cleared with dispatch.
Training Reported in FireRMS
No training to report of at this time.
Chief Complaints of EMS Call
No Complaint-1

Chest pain-3

Left hip pain-1

“I feel Better a lot better
now”- 1

Chest pain (Traumatic)-1

Leg Pain-3

Chest Pressure-1

Lethary-1

Child birth-1

Lift Assist-3

Clots in unrine-1

Lift Assist no injuries-1

Confusion-2

Neck pain-2

DIB-4

Neck stiffness-1

Difficulty Breathing-2

Needs lift assist-1

Dizziness-3

Not Known-1

DOA-2

Overdose-1

Epistasix-1

Pain-1

ABD Pain-1
Adnominal Pain-1
Abnormal Swelling-1
Abnormal Swelling Left Leg1
Acute Altered Mental status1
Altered level of
consciousness-1
Altered LOC-1
Altered mental status/
Behavioral-1

ETOH-1

Pain in feet (Gout)-1

Fall-7

Psychiatric Problems-1

Back Pain-4

Fall From standing-1

R Leg-1

Behavioral Issue-1

Fall, no injuries-1

Resp. infection-1

Bilateral Knee pain-1

Fever-2

Right knee pain-1

Birth-1

Generalized Pain-1

Right leg pain-1

Bleeding from rectum-1

Groin Pain-1

Seizure-3

Blood in unrine-1

Hand Laceration-1

Sick person-1

Brown fluids trach and
around feeding tube-1

L Leg pain-1

Syncope-3

L wrist injury-1

Tongue Laceration-1

Cardiac arrest-1

Laceration-1

Unconscious/ unresponsive-4

Change in LOC-1

Laceration to right side
parietal Lobe-1

Vomiting-2

Chest Heaviness-1

Weakness-3

